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Abstract
Background and Objective: Procedural skills assessment is critical in residency training. The Council of
Academic Family Medicine recommends the Procedural Competency Assessment Tool (PCAT) for assessing
procedure competence of family medicine residents. We sought to evaluate the reliability of the PCAT and to
better identify its strengths and limitations.
Methods: In this mixed-methods study conducted in 2017, 18 faculty members of an academic family
medicine residency program watched a video of one of the authors performing a simulated shave biopsy with
intentional errors. Faculty scored the procedure using the shave biopsy PCAT, then participated in a focus
group discussion of the rationale for the scores given. Qualitative analysis assessed perceived bene]ts and
challenges of the PCAT. Following the discussion, faculty scored the same procedure again, using a PCAT
modi]ed with additional objective criteria.
Results: On the original PCAT, 40% of respondents rated the physician as competent. This dropped to 21.4% on
the modi]ed PCAT (P=.035). Respondents scored competent even though procedure components were scored
as novice. Score variability decreased with the checklist-based PCAT. Qualitative analysis revealed that the
PCAT is subjective and interpretation of the tool varies widely.
Conclusions: Further studies regarding PCAT validity and reliability are needed. The PCAT may require further
norming with additional objective criteria to improve reliability. Residencies may train faculty on using the PCAT
to improve interobserver agreement, or decide to use a more intuitive checklist evaluation tool.

Introduction
Procedural skills assessment is an important part of residency training. Although residency programs use different
assessment tools,1-3 the Council of Academic Family Medicine (CAFM) recommends the Procedural Competency
Assessment Tool (PCAT).4 The PCAT rates skill levels as novice, competent, or expert using a 5-point scale. It was
adapted from the Operative Performance Rating System (OPRS), a validated global rating scale (GRS) evaluation
tool for surgical procedures.5-7 GRS assess overall performance, are induenced by observers’ overall impressions,
and provide a subjective interpretation of skill level.8 Conventionally, GRS have been thought to have greater
reliability than checklists, though newer literature challenges this perception.9, 10 GRS require more evaluator
training, whereas checklists are more intuitive and may have higher interrater reliability.10 The OPRS acknowledges
the likelihood of interrater variation and recommends “at least 10 different expert raters to rate each resident in each
year [to] control for these rating idiosyncrasies.”6 This can be time intensive, faculty intensive, and impractical. We
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recognized the need for reliable procedural skill assessment to more accurately and uniformly assess residents’
skills.
We conducted a mixed-methods study to assess the reliability of the PCAT and obtain faculty feedback. We
compared reliability of the PCAT to a PCAT modi]ed with objective criteria. A qualitative assessment of a faculty
focus group elucidated PCAT strengths and limitations.

Methods
During a faculty seminar in 2017, 18 family medicine faculty watched a video of one of the authors (A.L.) performing
a simulated shave biopsy with intentional errors. Faculty scored the procedure using four components of the PCAT
for shave biopsy,5 condensed for time and relevance to a simulation setting: informed consent, procedure setup
(learner used the wrong needle to draw lidocaine and contaminated the injecting needle); local anesthesia (learner
swiveled the injecting needle underneath the skin, bending the needle); and procedure dow and elciency (learner
was inelcient, mishandled the blade by using two hands and not stabilizing the biopsy site). Figure 1 shows the
PCAT scoring tool. Each component could be rated as novice (we numerically scored as 1 point), novice-plus (1.5
points), competent (2 points), competent-plus (2.5 points), or expert (3 points). Competent scores in every element
yielded a minimum total score of 8; the maximum possible score was 12. The PCAT also includes a yes/no
assessment of overall competence. The PCAT does not provide evaluation instructions.4 After scoring, faculty
participated in a focus group discussion regarding the rationales for their scores. Following the discussion, faculty
rescored the procedure using a PCAT modi]ed with objective criteria (Table 1).
We entered scores into a spreadsheet and imported into SAS for Windows 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC). We
calculated descriptive statistics (simple frequencies, means, medians, and 95% con]dence intervals [CI]). We
compared item scores and the total score before and after the discussion and use of the modi]ed PCAT using the
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, a nonparametric test to determine whether two related samples are drawn from the same
distribution. We compared participants’ ratings of overall competence before and after the intervention with Fisher
exact test.
Author N.C. analyzed transcripts of the focus group to identify common themes. Authors A.L. and J.W. reviewed this
analysis and disagreements were resolved by consensus. The University of Missouri Institutional Review Board
exempted this study.

Results
In general, scores were higher on the standard PCAT than the modi]ed PCAT (Table 2). The scores for informed
consent and administering local anesthesia were signi]cantly lower on the modi]ed PCAT (P<.01). On the standard
PCAT, 40% of respondents deemed the resident competent overall. This dropped to 21.4% with the modi]ed PCAT
(P=.035).
Mean and median scores were lower on the modi]ed PCAT for all items except median procedure setup. Informed
consent and administering local anesthesia had statistically signi]cant differences (P<.01). Mean total score
dropped from 7.5 to 6.0, and the median score dropped from 7.0 to 6.0 (P=.019). Scores for the modi]ed PCAT were
less variable; the 95% CI was narrower for all modi]ed PCAT component and total scores than for the standard
PCAT (Table 2).
Using the standard PCAT, six of 18 faculty (33.3%) deemed the performance as competent overall, nine (50%)
responded not competent, and three did not respond. Of the six who scored the learner as competent overall, three
had total scores under 8, the minimum score for competence in all components. One faculty member scored all
areas in the competent range, but responded “no” to the overall competence question. On the modi]ed PCAT, three
(16.7%) evaluated the performance as competent, 11 (61.1%) evaluated as not competent, and three did not answer.
Of those who said competency was achieved, two of the three did not assign a minimum passing total score. One
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evaluator did not complete the modi]ed PCAT.
Following initial scoring with the standard PCAT, participants were asked to explain the rationales for their scores.
Three themes emerged: confusion regarding how to use the PCAT tool, varying assumptions about the terminology
(eg, novice vs competent), and how to evaluate observed behaviors. Regarding the format of the PCAT, several
faculty assumed the layout implied a 3-point scale (novice, competent, or expert only) and expressed they would
have scored differently if they had known to use a 5-point scale (Figure 1). One participant was unsure whether to
consider the needle contamination as part of procedure setup or anesthesia.
Participants voiced different de]nitions of competence. One participant scored a component with an error as
competent because it was “not necessarily perfect, but good enough,” whereas another expressed that any error
would result in a novice score for that component. Some faculty rated competence based on the end result
(competent: the specimen was obtained) and some considered the means to that end (novice: the blade was held
incorrectly). Some faculty adjusted their de]nition of competence according to the learner’s level of training (eg,
“expected for an intern”).
Some participants used similar evidence to justify different ratings. For example, when assessing informed consent,
one faculty participant gave a novice score because they didn’t hear an explanation of the possible need for
additional surgery, whereas another participant scored it as competent because they assumed that conversation
had happened previously.
Several faculty expressed confusion regarding interpretation of the PCAT descriptors, stating that the PCAT is
“subjective” or “generic.” Overall, faculty stated that the PCAT is likely not reliable and that more objective anchors
would be useful in interpreting competence and evaluating residents according to a consistent standard (Table 3).

Discussion
Our modi]ed PCAT with objective criteria reduced scoring variability and also reduced inappropriate designation of
“competent.” Faculty using the current PCAT inappropriately evaluated procedure performance favorably and were
more likely to designate a novice performance as competent. They were also more likely to evaluate a learner as
competent despite scoring individual procedure components as not competent. Both of these issues improved and
interrater variability decreased with the addition of objective criteria. During discussion, faculty identi]ed challenges
with the PCAT such as vague descriptors and unclear de]nitions of competence, and requested objective anchors
for guidance.
This study is limited by small sample size at a single residency program, and may not be generalizable. The faculty
watched the procedure video once, therefore the scores for the modi]ed PCAT could have been affected by recall.
Faculty were not given the modi]ed scoring tool until after the focus group to avoid biasing the discussion, but the
discussion could have induenced subsequent scoring on the modi]ed PCAT. This indicates that group training
sessions may improve reliability. Faculty requested more speci]c criteria to aid assessment of competency. This
confusion indicates that the PCAT may bene]t from additional norming (the process in which educators assess and
calibrate a rubric via a discussion leading to an “evidence-driven consensus”11). The PCAT may require more
objective criteria, clearer de]nitions of competency, and more explicit instructions for use.
We assessed PCAT performance for one procedure, and it may perform better for others. However, CAFM’s
description of the PCAT development process does not indicate that it has undergone any testing for validity or
reliability4; formal validity and reliability studies are recommended. The PCAT may bene]t from additional norming
by content experts. It is possible that for evaluating procedure performance, checklists may be a better tool than
GRS like the PCAT. Checklists mark de]ned components as either done or not done, with less evaluator subjectivity,
and can be more intuitive to use.9, 11-13.

Conclusion
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Our study revealed poor accuracy and validity of the PCAT, which is currently the recommended tool to evaluate
family medicine resident procedure competence. Adding objective criteria to the PCAT improved accuracy and
reliability. Qualitative assessment identi]ed challenges in interpreting vague descriptors. This study identi]es the
need for formal validity and reliability assessment of the PCAT, preferably with larger sample sizes and control
comparators. The PCAT may be improved by additional norming. CAFM and individual residencies may consider
PCAT training sessions, or forgoing GRS tools like the PCAT in favor of checklist-based assessments.

Tables and Figures
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